The Building Safety Inspection Scheme

In August the Buildings Department released a Consultation Paper on a proposed Building Safety Inspection Scheme. This month J.A. McInnis looks at the Paper and some of the possible implications of the Scheme.

Background to the Paper
News has at times been bad lately as far as building safety in Hong Kong is concerned. The number of high profile accidents that have resulted in both deaths and injuries seems to just keep increasing. A casual perusal of any of the local newspapers over a short period of time would likely confirm this. One result has been to put pressure on the Government to act to improve building safety. One means that the Government hopes that it can do this is by stepping up building inspections and maintenance requirements. This is what the new Building Safety Inspection Scheme is all about.

Current Situation
At present Buildings Department officials conduct routine inspections of buildings both internally and for various purposes. The officials may act on complaint or on their own initiative. They seek to identify risks, dangers and hazards that buildings present arising from their structure, finish, construction and the like. The current system of compliance with standards and regulations is voluntary. The existence of the Paper tells us that the current system has failed. Buildings are simply not being maintained to acceptable levels. Both the number of complaints and prosecutions for breach of standards or regulations have been increasing dramatically. Monthly Statistics published by the Buildings Department confirms this. It is also expected that the problem will only continue to grow with more and more buildings becoming older and presenting increasing risks to the public. In view of this situation and the potential dangers posed by these buildings new mandatory standards are being proposed.

DETAILS OF THE SCHEME

Buildings Covered
The Building Inspection Scheme would apply to all privately-owned buildings over 20 years old on a mandatory basis. Thus industrial buildings, godowns, domestic, non-domestic and composite buildings privately owned would be covered. No exceptions have been referred to in the Paper. The 20 year age limit is arbitrary but it is thought that advances in construction, technology and materials during the last 20 years justify excluding these newer buildings. At present these newer buildings (again less than 20 years old) are subject to a voluntary inspection scheme in any event.

Inspection Requirements
It is proposed that eligible buildings must be inspected in cycles of 5, 7 and 10 years. It is unclear how this will be construed. For example, it may mean a 20 year old building might not have to be inspected for 5 years after the Scheme comes into effect, then not again until 7 and 10 years later respectively. This would mean inspections on, say, the 25th, 32nd and 42nd anniversaries of completion of the building. Then the cycle would repeat. This interpretation is as yet to be confirmed. Once during every prescribed inspection cycle building owners will receive new statutory inspection orders. These will be issued by the Building Authority. On receipt of the orders the building owner will have to appoint a qualified person to carry out the inspection. At this time qualified persons would appear to be limited to Authorised Persons or Registered Structural Engineers only. These persons will have to be on the lists which are currently maintained for these groups. At least one and perhaps two inspections will be required. The first inspection is being called a General Appraisal. It may suffice alone. However, if the inspector recommends a second inspection then a Detailed Inspection must also be carried out if the Buildings Department agrees with the recommendation. No details have been set out on when the Department would be either likely or not to support such a recommendation and presumably it will be at its absolute discretion.

Clear Advantages
If the Scheme goes ahead it should improve the overall level of building safety. It should also add to a buildings useful life through improved maintenance.

Clear Disadvantages
The Scheme will add to the cost of owning and operating buildings. There will be added administrative burden.

A Cost Example
The Paper sets out one example of the likely costs. Thus, assuming a 25 year old building with 200 units it is anticipated
that the cost to each unit will be approximately $11,000 over a 7 year period if both levels of inspection are required. Clearly this amount would be less if only the General Inspection was done. This is not an insignificant sum. It is of course only for a typical building. Some inspections will cost more. Some inspections will cost less. The size of the building, number of units, location etc could also affect the costs considerably. In other words this typical example may be atypical for any given building. It is also exclusive of the repair costs themselves.

**Operation**

It is proposed to bring the Scheme into operation in phases and to cover some 3000 eligible buildings each year. This is only a fraction of the total number of buildings in Hong Kong. The Building Authority will be given power to make the Scheme operative. Thus it will be given the power to declare buildings are subject to mandatory inspection orders, serve and enforce the orders and impose penalties for their breach. Presumably these powers will be given to the Authority through amendments to the Buildings Ordinance. It will also be given the power to make new regulations regarding the operation and inspection standards. Similar to its existing power to carry out work on dangerous buildings in default of action by the owner and later bill the owner for these costs the Authority will also be able to carry out any repairs and recover those costs from the owner as well. Building owners whose buildings pass inspection either initially or following any necessary repairs will be given Letters of Satisfaction. These Letters will be registrable at local land registries as evidence of compliance with the Scheme.

**Some Uncertainties**

There are several open questions which immediately come to mind. Will the Scheme lead to higher or lower building values? Will old buildings simply disappear as the cost of repairs increase? Who will administer compliance and keep the books on the costs? How difficult will it be to enforce the Scheme when no owners’ corporations or professional managers are involved? What about some of the legal implications - what status will the Letters have once registered? Will they be defects in title for conveyancing purposes? In summary there are questions that the Paper raises which the Buildings Department will have to address. We can expect that many more questions will come out of the consultation period which ends October 31st. While it is true that it is likely time for some sort of mandatory scheme is this the right one and why are there so few details on the possible tremendous cost implications that it has for owners. Certainly more is needed here. No one will argue with the intent to increase public safety and if it does so it will have accomplished one of its principal aims. However, how will it ultimately affect the overall quality and aesthetics of the built environment and will it result in more and better maintained older buildings or simply none. These are questions which affect and should interest us all.

*J.A. Mcnins is an Associate Professor at the Faculty of Law at the University of Hong Kong and the author of Hong Kong Construction Law.*
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